WindStop™ Track

Left and right side WindStop™ Tracks come with top cutouts to encase sides of Head Rail.
Top Carrier Stop Pin

Important Notes


Tracks are 1/8" shorter than shade length.



Tracks must be installed plumb with level Head Rail.

Temporary Carrier Stop Pin

Bottom Carrier Stop Pin
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Head Rail

Head Rail Support Bracket
Swivel Pulley

Standard depth of head rail is 1 3/4" deep.
Head Rails can be made deeper by special request.

Cleats

1 3/8”

1 5/

8”

Head Rail Support Bracket

Head Rail is 1/2" shorter than finished width so as to fit
between cutouts on WindStop™ Tracks.

Reinforced L brackets are used to support Head Rail.
Always determine where the last swivel pulley is going to be
mounted when choosing where to attach Head Rail Brackets

Top Cover
3 1/2”

Wood Pulls

1 3/4”

The Top Cover is for use in recessed mounting and comes with the exterior Through-the-Wall
Pulley installed. The interior Pulley is to be installed after the Top Cover has been mounted.
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Swivel Pulley

Through-the-Wall Pulley
1/2”

1 3/4”

Head Rails come with all Swivel Pulleys
attached except for where the last pulley
closest to the Through-the-Wall Pulley is
mounted. Placement of this last Swivel
Pulley depends on where the Through-the
-Wall Pulley can be mounted.

Top Carrier Stop Pin

Interior

Exterior

Exterior roller on Through-the-Wall Pulley should always be angled to line up with where the cords are coming off the last Swivel
Pulley. Offset the Through-the-Wall Pulley from hole slightly to
ensure cord does not rub where it passes through the wall.

The WindStop™ Track comes with a
removable Top Carrier Stop Pin installed
for use in both wall and recessed
mounting. This pin is crucial in
preventing the wheeled carriers from
coming out of the track channel when
the shade is lifted.

Bottom Carrier Stop Pin

The WindStop™ Track
comes with a removable
Bottom Carrier Stop Pin installed for use in both wall
and recessed mounting.

Temporary Carrier Stop Pin

The WindStop™ Track comes with a Temporary
Carrier Stop Pin installed 10" down from top of
the track. This pin is used to support the shade
during installation. Once the installation has
been completed, the Temporary Carrier Stop
Pins must be removed for the shade to operate
properly.
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Recessed Mount Instructions

A recessed mount gives a clean tailored look to a porch. To use this type of installation the opening
must be square.
A top cover that can be mounted flush with the screen is available. It provide a firm surface to
mount interior and exterior Thru-the-Wall Pulleys. (See pg. 3). One of the other purposes of a Top
Cover is to hide the swivel pulleys that lift the shade. This gives a nice framed look to the shades,
from the interior of the porch.

A builder can also fashion the opening with a recessed header that can also provide a firm surface
to mount the Thru-the-Wall Pulleys and hide the swivel pulleys. With a recessed header and footer
the shades enclose the screened opening extremely well.
Be sure the homeowner is aware of stacking heights as that part will always be covered.
(Stacking heights for different lengths are listed on page 20.)
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WEATHER QUEEN SCREEN PORCH SHADES ™
MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS: RECESSED MOUNT
Measurements of inside frame on exterior of porch.
A

Width (smallest of A, B, or C)

D

Depth of Window Frame 1 3/4” depth needed

E

Inside Length of Window Frame

*If inside measurements A, B, and C are not the same, adjustments will
have to be made or a Wall or Window Frame Mount is recommended.

EXTERIOR

Important Notes
 Always inspect screens for holes or damage and have client sign off as needed.
 Be sure the Top Cover for Head Rail can be mounted flush with screen for connecting Through-the-Wall Pulleys on

interior and exterior sides of the screen.
 Tracks must be plum with a level Head Rail for shades to lift and lower smoothly.
 It is recommended to take a picture of each exterior side of the porch.

Lift Pull Location
Ask homeowner which side of the window they would like the lift cords to be on. Mount Cleats as high on window

frame as the homeowner allows to keep cords away from children and pets.
Be aware of: Location of furniture and mounting Cleats too close to the wall which could make it difficult to wrap the
cords onto Cleats.

*When stating which side you want the shade to pull from, always
use the reference of looking out from the inside of the porch.
Number interior windows of the porch from Right to Left matching
numbered windows with exterior windows

Window #

INTERIOR

Pull preference:

1:

Left_____

Right____

7:

Left_____

Right____

2:

Left_____

Right____

8:

Left_____

Right____

3:

Left_____

Right____

9:

Left_____

Right____

4:

Left_____

Right____

10:

Left_____

Right____

5:

Left_____

Right____

11:

Left_____

Right____

6:

Left_____

Right____

12:

Left_____

Right____
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1. Mount Top Cover

2. Install WindStop™ Tracks

EXTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Install the Top Cover to the exterior frame
top, with the back against the screen
Install WindStop™ Tracks
to Frame Sides

3. Insert Temporary Carrier Stop Pin

4. Attach Interior Through-the-Wall Pulley

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Insert Temporary Carrier Stop Pin into hole
located 10" below top of each track.
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5. Install Cord Cleats

6. Thread Shade Carriers into Track
EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

Mount the two Cord Cleats in a convenient
location as high as possible to keep the
cords out of the reach of children and pets

7. Insert Top Carrier Stop Pin into Track
EXTERIOR

This is critical to keeping wheeled carriers
locked into track channel.

Thread Shade Carriers into top of tracks starting with
the carriers at the bottom of the shade. Slide down
until supported by the Temporary Stop Pins.

8. Install Head Rail
EXTERIOR

Loosen the Head Rail from the shade and
mount by attaching screws through Head Rail
and top of Top Cover
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9. Cut Hole in Screen

10. String Cords Through Hole
INTERIOR

INTERIOR

String cords through the
wall with hook provided

Carefully punch the entry
hole in screen for cords

11. Attach Top of Shade to Head Rail
EXTERIOR

Make sure the shade is smooth and evenly
spaced between track flanges. Attach the top of
shade to the Head Rail with Velcro only.
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12. Attach First Wood Pull
Remove Temporary Stop Pins and allow
shade to slide to Bottom Stop Pin. Make
sure shade is dropped to its full length.
Thread First Wood Pull onto the cords.

INTERIOR

Note that First Wood Pull has a larger
diameter hole through it for threading
multiple cords.
Check to make sure the Lift Cords on the
shade are straight and even. Tie a knot to
secure the First Wood Pull near the
Through-the-Wall Pulley. Lift shade with
cords to make sure it lifts evenly. Tighten
knot. Leave 2 cords at full length. Cut all but
those 2 cords 1" below knot.

13. Attach Second Wood Pull
INTERIOR

Thread both Second Wood Pulls onto 2
remaining full length Lift Cords.
Note Second Wood Pulls have smaller
diameter hole for single cord.
Tie off with a double knot. Cut off excess
cord 1" below knot and fit knot into Second Wood Pulls.

14. Secure Shade to Head Rail
EXTERIOR

Once the shade is fully mounted and lifts
evenly, secure shade to face of Head Rail
with screws provided. Screw through eyelets in top of shade.
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Wall or Window Frame Mounting Instructions

A Wall or Window Frame Mount is the one most often used.

tracks can be butted back to back

or

mounted to frame each window.

With any installation the critical part is to have a level
surface on which to mount the WindStop™ Tracks

A Wall Mount with molding can be exquisite.
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WEATHER QUEEN SCREEN PORCH SHADES™
MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS: WALL OR WINDOW FRAME MOUNT
A________ Finished width of shade is from the outside edge of side
track on the left to the outside edge of the track on the
right (this can be on the window frame or on the wall.
C________ Finished length of shade is from the top of Head Rail to the
length you determine
Note: If you mount shade on the wall and the window frame depth is over 1/2”
you might need spacers and a deeper head rail. This is the D measurement. This
should be noted in the special instruction portion of the Order Form.
With multiple shades on one wall or frame the tracks can be butted against each
other.

EXTERIOR

If there is a sill on bottom of window and it is under 1”, place track 1/2” above
the sill, and shade can be longer by up to 2”. When dealing with sills, please
put details in the special instructions section. Be sure to state finished
measurement of track as it will not be the normal 1/8” less than the shade.

Important Notes
 It is recommended to take a picture of each exterior side of the porch.
 Always inspect screens for holes or damage and have homeowner sign off if needed.
 It is also recommended to take a Picture from inside showing where the entry hole will be coming into the porch. Take a
picture of each interior wall in the porch

Lift Pull Location
Ask homeowner which side of the window they would like the lift cords to be on. Mount Cleats as high on window

frame as the homeowner allows to keep cords away from children and pets.
Be aware of: Location of furniture and mounting Cleats too close to the wall which could make it difficult to wrap the
cords onto Cleats.

Window #

INTERIOR

Pull preference:

1:

Left_____

Right____

7:

Left_____

Right____

2:

Left_____

Right____

8:

Left_____

Right____

3:

Left_____

Right____

9:

Left_____

Right____

4:

Left_____

Right____

10:

Left_____

Right____

5:

Left_____

Right____

11:

Left_____

Right____

6:

Left_____

Right____

12:

Left_____

Right____
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Interior
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Exterior

Exterior

Interior

1. Install WindStop™ Tracks

2. Determine location for Through-the-Wall Pulleys

EXTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Mark level line for placement of Head Rail, and using
stated outside measurement, mark plumb line for
tracks. Install the WindStop™ Tracks on their marks
using the track screws provided.

3. Prepare the Headrail

Locate where the Through-the-Wall Pulleys need to be
mounted on both interior and exterior then mark for
drilling hole. Refer to steps 9A, 9B and 9C for possible
pulley locations.

4. Insert Temporary Carrier Stop Pin

EXTERIOR

Insert Temporary Carrier
Stop Pin into hole located
10" below top of each track.

Screw the Head Rail Support Brackets to the bottom of the
Head Rail through the slotted hole. Verify support location
with Swivel Pulley locations.
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5. Thread the Shade Carriers

6. Insert Top Carrier Stop Pin

Insert Top Carrier Stop Pin after shade is thread.

EXTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Thread Shade Carriers into top of
tracks starting with the carriers at the
bottom of the shade. Slide down until
supported by Temporary Carrier Stop
Pins.

8. Drill a 3/8" diameter hole through the wall

7. Remove Head Rail from the shade
EXTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Drill 3/16" diameter pilot hole then
widen the hole using a 3/8" drill bit
Remove Head Rail from
shade. Screw the Head Rail
Support Brackets to the wall
or frame, centered between
the top tracks.
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9A. Mount the exterior Through-the-Wall Pulley (preferred location)

EXTERIOR

Mount the exterior Through-the-Wall Pulley vertically in alignment
with outside Swivel Pulley as shown making sure cords will not rub on
edge of hole

9B. Alternative exterior Through-the-Wall Pulley mounting

EXTERIOR

Mount the exterior Through-the-Wall Pulley
horizontally, in line with swivel pulleys as
shown, making sure the cords will not rub
on the edge of the hole
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9C. Alternative exterior Through-the-Wall Pulley mounting

EXTERIOR

Mount the exterior Through-the-Wall Pulley angled
as shown making sure cords will not rub on edge of
hole. The angle of the Through-the-Wall Pulley must
match the angle of cords from the Swivel Pulley.

10. Mount the inside
Through-the-Wall Pulley

11. Mount the two Cleats

INTERIOR

INTERIOR

INTERIOR

Mount the inside Through-the-Wall
Pulley so that the cords come
through the wall, over the top of
the roller and straight down

12. String the cords through the wall

Mount the two Cord Cleats in a
convenient location as high as
possible to keep the cords out of
the reach of children and pets

String the cords through
the wall with hook provided
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13. Reattach the top of the shade

14. Attach First Wood Pull
INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Make sure the shade is smooth and
evenly spaced between track flanges.
Attach the top of shade to the Head
Rail with Velcro only.

15. Attach Second Wood Pulls

INTERIOR

Remove Temporary Stop
Pins and allow shade to
slide to Bottom Stop Pin.
Make sure shade is
dropped to its full length.
Thread First Wood Pull
onto the cords.
Note that First Wood Pull
has a larger diameter hole
through it for threading
multiple cords.
Check to make sure the Lift Cords on the shade are
straight and even. Tie a knot to secure the First Wood
Pull near the Through-the-Wall Pulley. Lift shade with
cords to make sure it lifts evenly. Tighten knot. Leave 2
cords at full length. Cut all but those 2 cords 1" below
knot.

16. Secure top of shade
EXTERIOR

Thread both Second Wood Pulls onto 2 remaining
full length Lift Cords.

Once the shade is fully
mounted and lifts evenly,
secure shade to Head Rail
with screws through eyelets
on the top of the shade.

Note Second Wood Pulls have smaller diameter
hole for single cord.
Tie off with a double knot. Cut off excess cord 1"
below knot and fit knot into Second Wood Pulls.
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